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I. Narrative
A. Brief Description and Major Goals
The America Works Initiative grant provided resources to continue the West Alabama – East
Mississippi (WAEM) Alliance’s work begun in region’s Workforce Investment in Regional
Economic Development (WIRED) Initiative. The WAEM Alliance is a bi-state collaborative
effort led by community and junior colleges in rural west central Alabama and east central
Mississippi. The Alliance, established in 2007, grew out of the WAEM WIRED Initiative.
The purpose of the WAEM Alliance, working in collaboration with area businesses, economic
developers, workforce developers, Chambers of Commerce, educators, and civic officials, is to
accomplish the following:











Develop and implement an innovative, regional workforce education and training system to
support the advanced manufacturing cluster identified by WIRED at the Governors’ Summit
held May 14, 2007, in Monroeville, AL, as well as other programs that may be selected by
the WAEM Alliance.
Develop and implement a “modern multi-skill manufacturing “ credential based on national
standards to be awarded regionally for both credit and non-credit technical education and
training for college and high school students, dislocated and unemployed workers, and
incumbent and underemployed workers. (Modern Multi-skill Manfacturing Credential – M3.)
Promote Career Readiness Certificate assessment and credentialing for all credit and noncredit career and technical training participants, dislocated and unemployed workers, and
incumbent and underemployed workers in the region, and pursue such credentialing for all
community and junior college students as well as high school students.
Seek additional opportunities to acquire or leverage funding for regional initiatives.
Enhance technical and interdisciplinary expertise of participating colleges’ faculty and staff
through greater cooperation with other colleges, universities, institutions, and agencies.
Develop shared programs and resources among the partner institutions.
Better align career and technical and workforce education and training at partner institutions
with regional workforce needs.

The Useful Training in a Timely Manner grant program funded by the Walmart Foundation
America Works Initiative grant sought to sustain the WAEM Alliance regional training
framework; enhance the WAEM Alliance’s Amatrol-based training system; extend the benefits
of the program to dislocated workers, out-of-school young people, and eligible members of the
Mississippi Band of Choctaw Indians; and place program completers into manufacturing jobs.
The enhanced training system was developed by a partner college, East Mississippi Community
College (EMCC). The principal program enhancement was to utilize “Navigators” to guide
participants through and access services provided by the workforce training system; coach and
counsel participants toward successful outcomes; and place participants in real jobs. The
Navigator role was researched and described through a project of the National Institute of Rural
Community Colleges (NIRCC) at Mississippi State University (MSU).
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The project, managed by The Montgomery Institute (TMI), was funded by a combination of the
$400,000 Walmart Foundation Grant, a $155,000 Governor's ARRA Discretionary WIA Funds
Award, a $50,000 grant from the National Institute for Rural Community Colleges at Mississippi
State University, $100,000 in matching commitments for training from four partner community
and junior colleges, and an allocation of $52,080 from the WIRED grant. As part of the 10month grant extension, the partners provided an additional $33,374.49 in cash match plus the
colleges provided $58,995.92 in additional match for training. Total match for the $400,000
grant was $449,450.41.
The Useful Training in a Timely Manner project had three key goals:
1) Sustain the WAEM Alliance’s regional training framework for advanced manufacturing
developed in WAEM WIRED, including formation of a business-led regional council to
help guide future Alliance activities.
2) Demonstrate that using Navigators would enhance the program by improving completion
rates and placing more participants into employment; and
3) Expand the training program to other colleges.
Four Mississippi community and junior colleges – East Mississippi Community College
(EMCC), East Central Community College (ECCC), Meridian Community College (MCC), and
Jones County Junior College (JCJC) – plus Meridian School District’s “Career Connection” were
the main providers of training, education, and counseling for this initiative.
Components of the program funded by the grant included:
1) Developing and embedding Navigators at each of the colleges (Career Connection already
had a similar position);
2) Recruiting participants through Mississippi WIN Job Centers;
3) Assessing participants using the Mississippi Career Readiness Certificate (CRC) Assessment;
4) Awarding CRCs to participants achieving at least a “Silver Level,” which shows readiness
for 65% of today’s jobs, and advancing them into the manufacturing training program and
M3 credentialing process;
5) Referring participants not achieving a Silver Level CRC to Adult Education and Basic Skills
training;
6) Continuing access to the Amatrol Inc. online advanced manufacturing training system.
7) Enrolling Silver Level CRC and above participants in the Amatrol e-Learning System and
into advanced manufacturing training classes leading to the M3 Production Level I
Credential;
8) Providing program completers two portable and stackable credentials – CRC and M3 (other
credentials such as CPR and OSHA also available);
9) Navigators working with WIN Job Centers to place program completers into manufacturing
jobs;
10) Not only sustaining the regional training framework and training system beyond the grant
period, but also getting others to adopt it; and
11) Forming a business-led regional council to help guide future Alliance activities.
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B. Tell Your Story
i. Progress Made over the Grant Period (February 2010 – December 2012)
The Walmart Foundation America Works Initiative grant has been a great boon to our
participants, our rural region, and our educational institutions.
Despite significant employment slowdowns caused by the Great Recession and stagnant
economy, Navigators reported 238 dislocated workers and/or out-of-school youth placed in jobs.
A total of 716 participants who completed the training program were awarded M3 Credentials
(many of these likely found jobs too but were not captured by our challenged tracking system).
The growth and reputation of the advanced manufacturing training program have resulted in the
attraction and expansion of industries, movement by other colleges to adopt the training system,
and incorporation of the program into for-credit classes at colleges and high schools.


Aurora Flight Services, KiOR, Stark Aerospace, New Process Steel, and GE Aviation
cited access to the colleges’ advanced manufacturing training programs as reasons for
locating in the region.



The Northeast Mississippi Corridor Consortium composed of four colleges is moving to
implement the system, including the Amatrol e-Learning System. Two other Mississippi
Community Colleges may also do so, Holmes Community College and Mississippi Gulf
Coast Community College. Two former WIRED program colleges in Alabama received
special state funding to implement the Amatrol-based program – Bevill State Community
College and Alabama Southern Community College.



EMCC developed the training program as a for-credit class for the students in its Career
and Technical Programs. In 2011 the college got state approval for the program. All
colleges can offer it as a technical elective to entering freshman. It is now a required
course in EMCC’s Machinist, Industrial Maintenance, and Electrical Programs. EMCC
also provides the classes online with demonstrated skills check-off.



ECCC reported that incorporating the Amatrol e-learning system into some of its CareerTechnical credit programs resulted in marked increases in the student learning and
interest. Students CPAS-2 scores and grade averages improved. The CPAS-2 test is
designed to determine the knowledge gained in a specific Career and Technical field of
study in the Mississippi Community College System.



ECCC also worked with high schools to give students an opportunity to achieve an M3
Credential and earn advanced placement status in Career and Technical programs at the
college.



MCC and JCJC began coordinating training and credentials from the program with forcredit technical skill programs. Now not only do students graduate with a certificate in
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their field of study, but they also have a Career Readiness Certificate (CRC) and an M3
certificate.


The online Amatrol component allowed EMCC to partner with high schools in four
counties to offer a Technology Innovation in Manufacturing and Engineering program to
11th and 12th graders. In the summers, the students come to EMCC’s campus and receive
college credit. A total of 74 students participated and received M3 Credentials. Fortyeight teachers trained in the program received M3 Credentials also.



Through its partnership with the Career and Technical, JCJC in August of 2012 began
using the CRC assessment as an admissions test for applicants in technical courses.
Because the CRC tests employability skills, particularly those needed in the modern
workforce, it was selected by the Career and Technical Dean as a substitute admissions
test for those with lower ACT scores. The standard Silver Level is required for students
to be admitted.



The grant resulted in a stronger and expanded training alliance between MCC and Career
Connection. The college provides advanced manufacturing training for out-of-school and
at-risk youth who are then placed into jobs by Career Connection. As a direct result of the
Walmart Foundation Grant protocol, Career Connections is now working with MCC to
include the CRC assessment for students in other all other training areas.

Grant funding for the Navigator positions, matching funds that provided access to the Amatrol
training system, and related training funds from the State proved essential for the colleges to
sustain staff and training programs during tight budget times.
The Navigator-assisted program realized a 76% completion rate, just below its 80% target. This
rate exceeds historic industry training program completion rates of 60% and below.


“The Navigator position has been another success for us,” reported EMCC. “The
Navigator helps guide the potential student into the testing, gets them help with tutoring
as needed and then encourages the student as they complete their classes. The Navigator
also keeps up with who is hiring and for what positions and encourages students with the
best abilities in those areas to either apply or take classes to make them a better candidate
for the position. We have been asked ‘how do students get jobs quicker and better jobs
with the help of a Navigator?’ The answer is that students engaged with Navigators learn
about potential jobs quicker than those who do not.”



“Many of the participants in the grant needed coaching and guidance,” reported ECCC.
“Without the instructors and Navigators to help guide the students, the grant would not
have been a success. The importance of education, certifications, and even basic life
skills, must be impressed upon the students of today; thus a navigator was a must.”

The success of Navigators in this program resulted in the inclusion of Navigators in a new $4.5
million health care training program initiated by three of the colleges – EMCC, ECCC, and
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MCC. In this initiative Navigators were not only embedded with the colleges but also with
participating hospitals to assist with in-house guidance and coaching.
All four participating colleges plan to sustain their Navigators and the Amatrol-based training
system. Career Connection will continue its partnership with MCC to provide CRC assessmens
and advanced manufacturing training to out-of-school youth.
The grant also sustained regional development efforts initiated during WIRED, particularly the
West Alabama – East Mississippi (WAEM) Mayors Network. This group of mayors meets
quarterly in Meridian, MS., to discuss issues of importance to the region. In November 2011 it
held at bi-state regional summit headlined by the governors of Alabama and Mississippi that
focused on regional approaches to development in rural areas. In 2012, the WAEM Mayors
Network obtained a $10,000 grant from the AT&T Foundation, matched by TMI, to pursue
“creative economy” development initiatives for rural communities across the region.

ii. Challenges Encountered
The number one challenge faced by the program was the economy. Job placement opportunities
for program completers were scarce. State economic forecasters misjudged the length and depth
of this recession. Our region has recovered at a slower rate than state and the state slower than
the nation. All through the grant period, expectations arose that hiring would return to prerecession levels, but it did not. “Jobs are still scarce,” reported MCC.
Another challenge was tracking program completers. Navigators found it difficult to contact
many participants after they completed training. “When the class is over, it is almost impossible
to reach the participants by phone to offer follow-up help or job search information,” reported
ECCC.
A third challenge was depending upon WIN Job Centers to recruit participants. JCJC in
particular reported this challenge. After three months of relying on the WIN Job Center for
recruits, JCJC worked with TMI to amend the program to allow the college to directly recruit
and certify eligibility for participants.
A fourth challenge has been getting local industries to recognize the value of skill certifications.
At JCJC only one local manufacturer used the CRC assessment in any capacity despite
encouragement by the Mississippi Manufacturing Association and State Workforce Investment
Board. ECCC reported that no employers highly regard M3 or CRC in its district, but do value
the training provided. MCC reported that local companies have just begun to see the value of
pre-trained, credentialed employees. These reports contrast with EMCC where supports and
encourages credentialing. All four colleges have worked diligently to promote the value of
credentials to industry.
A fifth challenge occurred during the extension period of the grant. Amatrol adopted a new
learning management system. It took two months for the colleges to resolve issues caused by this
change. In response, Amatrol extended the contract for its services for 90 days at no cost.
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A sixth challenge occurred in trying to establish a business-led regional council to advise the
WAEM Alliance. The intent was to use a substantial part of the Special Project Funds as
matching funds with a USDA Rural Development Grant to form and operate a Regional Rural
Investment Board. Unfortunately, USDA never funded or activated that program although t was
authorized in the 2008 Farm Bill. Next, TMI submitted a proposal to USDA Rural Development
for a Great Regions grant. That proposal was not funded although it got positive reviews.
Without resources to operate and sustain the council, businessmen contacted were reluctant to
participate. Efforts to establish the council will continue.

iii. Collaboration with Other Organizations
Collaboration with many partners allowed this grant program to function and to achieve its
successes.
Despite challenges, WIN Job Centers played a key role in recruiting and placing many
participants. These activities were supported by the Mississippi Department of Employment
Security, the Mississippi Partnership and Twin Districts Workforce Investment Boards, the
South Mississippi Planning and Development District, East Central Planning and Development
District, Central Mississippi Planning and Development District, Golden Triangle Planning and
Development District and county offices of the Mississippi Department of Human Services.
ECCC worked closely with the Mississippi Band of Choctaw Indians. JCJC worked closely with
the South Mississippi Correctional Facility and Jones County Sheriff’s Office to offer training to
inmates.
Partners engaged in expanding the training program to others included the State Board for
Community Colleges, the Mississippi Development Authority, the Northeast Mississippi
Corridor Consortium, and Amatrol, Inc.
The colleges collaborated with industry recruitment and expansion activities. Partners in these
activities were the Mississippi Development Authority, the Columbus-Lowndes Development
LINK, the East Mississippi Business Development Corporation, the Mid-Mississippi
Development District, and the Jones County Economic Development Authority.
Partners helping pursue a business-led regional council included the Center for Economic
Development at the University of Alabama, Auburn’s Urban Studio, the University of West
Alabama, and the West Alabama – East Mississippi Mayors Network.

iv. Expanding Economic Opportunities
The objective of this project was to sustain the overall advanced manufacturing training program
and to expand economic opportunities for dislocated workers and out-of-school youth. The
relationships established among Navigators, instructors, WIN Job Centers, and employers
through this grant will continue to help connect dislocated workers and out-of-school youth to
training and job opportunities far beyond the grant period. Reports from instructors and
Navigators show their deep commitment to helping disadvantaged people succeed.
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While the tough economy did not yield all the job placements sought, new and expanded
opportunities did occur for many participants. Here are a few of their stories.

Chris Brannon enrolled in the Walmart Foundation M3 training
program at MCC in late 2011 and completed in early 2012. Chris was
placed in a job with Progressive Pipeline a short time later. MCC’s
Navigator spoke to a Progressive Pipeline manager who said the
company was impressed with Chris’s basic knowledge of computers and
math skills as well as his understanding of manufacturing and production
basics. Chris was transferred to west Texas. At last contact, Chris had
been promoted to Project Coordinator for a project near Kennedy, Texas.
__________________
Louis Wasson worked as a researcher and lab technician at Mississippi State University for
many years, but was laid off. Louis inquired about the CRC assessment at EMCC. He studied for
two and a half months, took the test, and achieved a Gold Level Certificate. He enrolled in
EMCC’s Manufacturing Skills Basic program sponsored by the Walmart Foundation. Upon
completing that program, he took the Basic Machining and CNC Operator classes in the summer
and Avionics & Cabling and the Composite Manufacture classes in the fall. Louis was hired in
October 2012 by Aurora Flight Services as an Autoclave operator.
__________________
I. C. Kincaid came to ECCC in 2010 to see if any training was
offered in which he could enroll. Because of the coordination of
services provided by the college – Amatrol e-Learning (provided by
the Walmart Foundation America Works Initiative’ grant), the local
WIN Center assistance, and East Central Community College – he
was able to acquire skills and certifications needed to gain
employment as a licensed technician. He earned his M3 Production
Level I and Level II certifications and a Silver level CRC. Additional
training at ECCC helped him pass the city of Philadelphia
‘Residential Electrical License test’ and the ‘Refrigerants Test.’
__________________
Todd Poole is an Iraq and Afghanistan veteran with a young family. He worked at a plant
assembling armored trucks when he was injured. He was never called back to work after his
surgery. Todd enrolled in EMCC’s Manufacturing Skills Basic program sponsored by the
Walmart Foundation that was offered off-campus in West Point, MS. As a veteran, EMCC
offered him access to Workforce classes at no cost. He obtained employment just prior to
completing the class. EMCC gave Todd the chance to complete the class at night. He did.
__________________
Cordarius Demonte McClelland came to MCC through the Meridian Public Schools Career
Connection. He began MCC’s Modern Multi-Skill Manufacturing (M3) training class sponsored
by the Walmart Foundation on October 4, 2011. In April 2012, a group interview for three M3
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students was arranged by the plant manager of Fairbanks Scales, Inc. in Meridian, MS.
“Cordarius seemed to be the most motivated about trying to find a job and improve his life’s
standing,” the interviewer told MCC. Fairbanks hired him initially through its temp agency.
After 90 days, the company hired him full-time. Currently making $12 an hour, Cardarius is on
track for progressive pay increases to over $14.00 per hour. “My own Daddy has never made this
much money per hour in his life!” Cordarius exclaimed.
__________________
Patrick Benoman dropped out of high school in the 12th grade after
his father died. In May 2010 at age 32 he came to EMCC’s Scooba
Campus to attend GED Classes. His instructor encouraged him to visit
with the Workforce Services. Patrick took the CRC assessment and
was awarded a Silver CRC. He enrolled in EMCC’s Manufacturing
Skills Basic program funded by the Walmart Foundation. This got
Patrick started on the road to success. Subsequently, he completed the
Workforce Construction and obtained employment as a carpenter for a
company helping build the Mississippi Power lignite plant in Kemper
County.
__________________
Earnest Boatmen is another success story. Trades Unlimited is a staffing company. They hire
for electrical, construction, HVAC and many other types of jobs. They came to ECCC’s center
at the Mississippi Band of Choctaw Indians reservation near Philadelphia and hired three ECCC
trainees who completed the M3 Production Level 1 Course. One of them was Boatman. The
Special Projects Coordinator at Trades Unlimited told ECCC’s Navigator that Boatmen is doing
a great job.

v. Economic Vitality
The credential-based training program is helping to increase the skills sets and the value of the
manufacturing workforce in our rural region. The WAEM region was long touted as having
plentiful resources and cheap labor. However, the “cheap labor” manufacturing jobs were lost to
other countries with cheaper labor. The region now focuses on changing our workforce to
“skilled labor” and “trained labor” through our skills-authenticated credentialing program – the
CRC plus M3 Production Credentials and related Amatrol e-Learning System. By providing our
area with more credentialed workers, the region has become more attractive to manufacturing
industries looking to locate in an area with a skilled workforce.
This is particularly evident in the area served by EMCC. New industries, expanding industries,
and growing demand for highly skilled advanced manufacturing workers make this one of the
hot spots in the state. The industries involved point to the advanced manufacturing skills training
program nurtured by WIRED and expanded by the Walmart Foundation as a key reason for this
economic vitality. If and when the economy rebounds, the skill training and credentialing that
have occurred over the past seven years will make the region much more attractive to new and
expanding industries.
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C. Program Evaluation
i. Brief Description of Evaluation Metrics
1) Number of Participants Beginning Training – This is the number of eligible grant
participants who have completed the Participant Application and Education Form and have
begun a grant-funded training program.
2) Number of Participants Completing Training – Of the Participants Beginning Training (those
who qualify under Metric 1 above), these are the participants who have completed at least
one grant-funded training program. Note: Completion of the M3 training program does not
automatically result in the awarding of an M3 credential. The completer must also
successfully pass the skills authentication test in order to earn the M3 credential.
3) Number of Silver Level CRCs Awarded -- Of the Participants Beginning Training (those who
qualify under Metric 1 above), these are the participants who have met or exceeded Skill
Level Four (4) or higher on the Career Readiness Certificate assessment.
4) Number of M3 Production Level 1 Credentials Awarded – This is the total number of M3
Production Level 1 Credentials awarded to the Participants Completing Training (Metric 2
above). In order to receive this credential, a participant must successfully complete all eight
Amatrol modules that make up the M3 Production Level 1 Credential listed below:
(1) Basic Safety
(2) Basic Computer Skills
(3) Introduction to Hand and Power Tools
(4) Blueprint Reading I
(5) Basic Measurement
(6) Precision Measurement Tools
(7) Introduction to Statistical Process Control
(8) Control Chart Operation
5) Number of Other Credentials Awarded – In addition to the M3 and the Silver Level CRC,
this is the total number of recognized credentials awarded to all grant participants.
Participants are encouraged to continue training and “stacking” credentials related to
advanced manufacturing. Other credentials awarded may include OSHA safety certificates,
CPR certificates, skills-specific training certificate (electrical circuits, welding, avionics and
cabling, HVAC, etc). NOTE: Due to inconsistent reporting, this metrics was dropped.
6) Number of Participants Placed in a Job – This is the total number of grant participants who
are successfully placed in a job. In order to count under this metric, the job placement must
be verified by the Navigator.

ii. Performance Matrices
The following Performance Outcomes Chart shows targets and performance for the original
grant period followed by targets and performance after the extension period.
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Walmart Foundation Grant Extension Targets

Original
Target

Outputs and Outcomes
Actual
Performance Target adds New Target
before Grant from Grant
with Grant
Extension
Extension
Extension

Final Actual
Performance

Target: 1,200

Actual: 899

Target: 310

Target: 1,209

Actual: 1,232

Target: 800

Actual: 751

Target: 251

Target: 1,002

Actual: 1,029

Target: 664
Rate: 83%

Actual: 483
Rate: 64%

Target: 208

Target: 691
Rate: 69%

Actual: 781
Rate: 76%

Target: 398
Rate: 60%

Actual: 169
Rate: 35%

Target: 178

Target: 347
Rate: 50%

Actual: 238
Rate: 31%

CRC Target:
440
Rate: 55%

CRC Actual:
444
Rate: 59%

CRC Target:
195

CRC Target:
639
Rate: 64%

CRC Actual:
659
Rate: 64%

M3 Target:
560
Rate: 70%

M3 Actual:
458
Rate: 61%

M3 Target:
223

M3 Target:
681
Rate: 68%

M3 Target:
716
Rate: 70%

Measures

Number of Participants –
Dislocated workers and outof-school youth in the region
who participated in
training/assessment.
Number Entering Training
Program – Dislocated
workers and out-of-school
youth in the region who
participated in the training
program.
Completion Rate – Grant
training partners will
achieve a training
completion rate based on
number who complete
training compared to
number who entered.
Placement Rate – Grant
partners will achieve a
placement rate based on
number of placed into
employment compared to
number who complete
training.
Credentials – Credentials
provide evidence of
participant outcomes as
shown by the number and
rate of participants entering
training who achieve a
Silver Level Career
Readiness Certificate and
who achieve an M3
Production Level 1
Credential or higher.

NOTE: There were individuals still in training and placements pending when the grant ended.

The no-cost extension authorized by the Walmart Foundation allowed the project to achieve or
exceed eight of 10 outcome targets.
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1) The number of participants touched was 1,232, exceeding the extension target of 1,209
and the original target of 1,200.
2) The number of participants enrolling and showing up for training was 1,009, exceeding
the extension target of 1,002 and the original target of 800.
3) The number of trainees completing training was 781, exceeding the extension target of
691 and the original target of 664.
4) The completion rate for trainees was 76%, exceeding the extension target of 69%, but
falling short of the original target of 83%. NOTE: Some participants will complete the
program after the end date of the grant.
5) Career Readiness Credentials (CRCs) awarded totaled 659, exceeding the extension
target of 639 and the original target of 440.
6) The CRC success rate for program completers was 64%, matching the extension target of
64% and exceeding the original rate of 55%.
7) M3 Credentials awarded totaled 716, exceeding the extension target of 681 and the
original target of 560.
8) The M3 success rate for program completers was 70%, exceeding the extension target of
68%, but matching the original target of 70%.
9) The number of program completers placed into jobs – as confirmed by Navigators –
totaled 238, falling below the extension target of 347 and the original target of 398.
10) The placement rate for program completes was 31%, falling below the extension target of
50% and the original target of 60%.

D. Final Report Outcomes
i. Achievement of Program Goals
GOAL 1: The Useful Training in a Timely Manner project achieved eight of 10 outcomes. In
reaching these outcomes, the partners achieved the key goal of sustaining the WAEM Alliance’s
training framework for advanced manufacturing developed in WAEM WIRED. The four
participating colleges will sustain the Amatrol-based training program beyond the grant period.
They have also worked to expand the reach of the program by incorporating key parts into forcredit Career and Technical Education programs at colleges and high schools. An online, forcredit version of the program is available statewide as an elective for technical programs. The
stackable credentials component program continues to gain industry acceptance, but not in all
areas of the region.
Progress was made toward formation of a business-led advisory council for the WAEM Alliance,
but no council was established. Leadership to form the council emerged from the WAEM
Mayors Network, which nominated potential members. Community college and university
partners expressed support. But area economic developers showed reluctance. The biggest
obstacle, however, came from an inability to show where sustainable resources would come from
to implement goals and strategies. Businessmen contacted only wanted to participate if there was
a clear purpose and resources available to accomplish that purpose. Efforts to gain resources
through a “Great Regions” Rural Business Opportunity Grant from USDA and to demonstrate a
farm-bill authorized but congressionally unfunded Rural Regional Investment Board through
USDA fell short. Efforts to establish the council will continue.
Grant Period (March 2010 – December 2012)
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GOAL 2: The second key goal of demonstrating that use of Navigators would enhance the
training program by improving completion rates and job placements had good, but mixed results.
Using Navigators did improve program completion rates, achieving a 76% rate overall. The
colleges clearly see the benefits of using Navigators and will continue to do so. Unfortunately,
the economic downturn made job placements difficult. Still, colleges report is likely that job
placements would have been much lower without the efforts put forward by Navigators to find
jobs for trainees. The colleges said strong relationships built between Navigators and employers,
along with WIN Job Centers and instructors, helped trainees obtain some of the few jobs
available.
The success of Navigators in this program resulted in the inclusion of Navigators as a key
component in a new $4.5 million health care training program initiated by three of the colleges –
EMCC, ECCC, and MCC. In this initiative Navigators were not only embedded with the colleges
but also with participating hospitals to assist with in-house guidance and coaching.
EMCC found the success of Navigator so important that it expanded the use of Navigators to all
of its training programs.
GOAL 3: The third key goal of expanding the training program to other colleges is also being
met. The Northeast Mississippi Corridor Consortium composed of four colleges is moving to
implement the system, including the Amatrol e-Learning System and M3 Credentials. Two other
Mississippi Community Colleges may also do so, Holmes Community College and Mississippi
Gulf Coast Community College. Two former WIRED program colleges in Alabama received
special state funding to implement the Amatrol-based program, Bevill State Community College
and Alabama Southern Community College. Expansion of the program helps ensure access to
funding to maintain the program.

ii. Least Expected Outcomes/Experiences
Colleges reported an unexpected outcome related to credentials. It surprised some instructors just
how many aligned, stackable credentials a participant could earn in just one training class when
the opportunity was provided. For example, in the advanced manufacturing class instructors
may teach the material required to earn a Silver Level CRC, the M3 Credential, CPR certificate,
and the OSHA-10 certification. When the employer looks at potential employees, the person
who has the extra credentials that relate to that career is going to be chosen first.
ECCC said its least expected outcome was seeing how the Amatrol-based training system
benefited far more than just the target population. The Amatrol e-learning system was made
available to all the college’s technical training programs. Because of this access, ECCC was able
to help incumbent manufacturing employees retain their jobs by offering them the latest, most
current, most informative educational tool for learning. This enabled many to keep their jobs and
others to excel and gain promotions.

iii. Proudest Outcome/Experience
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One of the proudest outcomes of this opportunity has been the growing commitment of training
partners to reach out and serve dislocated and unemployed workers. Feedback received by TMI
shows the colleges have been moved by the impact this training can have in improving lives.
EMCC reported its proudest outcome has been development of its customer service approach in
the Workforce Services division – an approach derived from using Navigators: “One of the key
aspects of getting people into training is to engage them as quickly as possible and answer their
questions quickly and accurately. This is only possible if everyone the potential student comes
into contact with knows the whole story of Workforce classes and Manufacturing Skills at
EMCC. We have a reception desk that all of our staff helps man. All who work the front desk
have been trained on not only how to answer the questions but how to get the individual into the
practice software (Career Ready 101), when the tests are scheduled, how to register someone for
testing, how to register someone for a class. They know who to bring up to the front desk to
answer additional questions about all of our training. We attempt to ‘hand-hold’ an individual
until all their questions are answered. This helps to ensure that someone who is interested in
training but still a little hesitant does get engaged and has their questions answered. Workforce
Services intends for any of our employees manning the front desk to be able to help anyone with
their needs. This includes our student workers as well as full time employees. We have done
such a good job with this that the college looks to Workforce Services as the premier customer
service providers. In essence, all of our people in workforce take on many of the navigator skills
and relationships.”
ECCC reported that having Amatrol online content helped the college reach diverse sectors of
the population, including Native Americans, and help them achieve higher levels of
success. Amatrol content was integrated into training programs. Access to the Amatrol system
was provided to program participants, high school students, and students in the for-credit Career
and Technical Programs at the college. The result of this integration was better trained,
“credentialed” graduates with higher CPAS scores.
JCJC reported its proudest accomplishment was the success in training inmates from the Jones
County Jail. Working in coordination with the Jones County Sheriff’s Office, JCJC trained a
dozen pre-release inmates in M3 skills. These inmates also had their workplace skills tested with
the CRC test. From this group, two were placed in manufacturing jobs at local industries.

iv. Summary of Major Activities
1) Navigators were hired, trained, and activated at each of the colleges and the Career
Connection by April 30, 2010.
2) Navigators began recruiting participants through Mississippi WIN Job Centers as soon as
they were hired in 2010 and continued throughout the grant period. Navigators began directly
recruiting participants in the fall of 2010 after issues with WIN Job Centers developed.
3) Colleges began assessing participants using the assessment aligned with the Mississippi
Career Readiness Certificate (CRC) Program as early as March 2010 and continued
throughout the grant period.
Grant Period (March 2010 – December 2012)
Report Period (March 2010 – December 2012)
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4) Colleges awarded CRCs to participants achieving a “Silver Level” score in April 2010 and
continued throughout the grant period.
5) Navigators referred participants not achieving a Silver Level CRC to Adult Education and
Basic Skills training in April 2010 and continued throughout the grant period. Approximately
203 individuals were referred.
6) TMI extended access twice to the Amatrol eLearning System. The first contract extension
was through May 2012. The second was through the end of the grant extension period of
December 2012. This latter extension was pushed to March 31, 2013, by Amatrol after
changes to a new system caused problems.
7) Navigators enrolled Silver Level CRC and above participants in the Amatrol e-Learning
System and into the advanced manufacturing training program. EMCC began classes in
March 2010; ECCC in May 2010, MCC in February 2011; and JCJC in April 2011. Classes
continued through the end of the grant period.
8) Colleges awarded program completers two portable and stackable credentials – CRC and M3
(other credentials such as CPR and OSHA were also awarded where appropriate) from April
2010 throughout the grant period.
9) Navigators working with WIN Job Centers placed program completers into manufacturing
jobs from May 2010 through the end of the grant period.
10) EMCC and ECCC took the lead in attracting the interest of other colleges to the training
program. EMCC invited college and state workforce leaders to view its training programs.
Workforce directors at both colleges pushed for statewide implementation of the program at
quarterly workforce directors meetings throughout the grant period.
11) TMI took the lead in pursuing the establishment of a business-led advisory council.
Discussions were held in 2010 with USDA Rural Development leaders with help from Sen.
Thad Cochran’s office. A bi-state “Great Regions” Rural Business Opportunity Grant was
submitted in 2011. Despite positive reviews, the grant was not awarded. In 2012 the WAEM
Mayors Network committed to support formation of the council and nominated potential
members. Further developments are pending.

E. Lessons Learned
i. Key Lessons Learned
Having access to what ECCC calls “the latest, most current, most informative educational tool
for learning” is critical for sustaining a comprehensive advanced manufacturing training system.
Having access to the Amatrol eLearning System content enabled colleges to serve the targeted
population with basic M3 credential training, provide skills upgrade training to incumbent
employees in various industries, enhance Career and Technical programs, reach out to high
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school students, and quickly develop customized training programs for struggling, expanding,
and new industries.
EMCC learned continually listen to customers – local employers. “Navigators and instructors
who do so serve program participants best and add inestimable value to college training
programs. We also must continue to work with our local people to help them help themselves.
We must continually encourage them and monitor our students to keep them motivated and
advancing their skills. We have to constantly promote our products. There is an old saying that
you have to hear something seven times before you understand it. The same goes with getting
people interested in learning new skills. Persistence and continued relationships also help.”
JCJC learned that industries are not always keen to adopt new training methods and skill
certifications just because they are offered. Persistence over time in showing benefits for new
practices is required.
Another lesson learned was that changing economic conditions can greatly impact training
programs. The economic downturn increased participant interest in training but decreased
opportunities for job placement. The best plans and intentions cannot always result in success.

ii. Modifications
Modifications that occurred in this grant include two no-cost extensions from the Walmart
Foundation, added commitments from partner colleges to fund additional access to the Amatrol
eLearning System, reallocation of funds among the colleges, and direct participant recruitment
by the colleges.
The first modification was to extend the grant three months from February through May 2012.
This tied the grant end time to the contract end time with Amatrol, which was funded by a
matching ARRA grant from the State of Mississippi. The second modification was to extend the
grant through December 2012 to allow partners additional time to achieve grant targets.
The second grant extension required extension of the Amatrol contract. Each college contributed
$8,000 as further match for Walmart Foundation funds to fund the extension.
Initially the grant allocated Walmart Foundation funds equally among the colleges. The
economic downturn affected college districts differently. With more training opportunities
available in some districts than others, funds were reallocated to meet those demands.
Navigators began directly recruiting participants in some areas when WIN Job Centers failed to
provide participants.

iii. Recommendations
The major recommendation coming out of this project is the need to provide a better system for
tracking participant outcomes.
Grant Period (March 2010 – December 2012)
Report Period (March 2010 – December 2012)
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The project had intended to use a new tracking system developed for the state by Mississippi
State University. Despite community colleges being partners in the system, it was not available
at a reasonable cost. The alternative of using WIN Job Centers and the Mississippi Department
of Employment Security (MDES) for tracking ran into the same obstacles experienced in
participant recruitment.
In a subsequent health care grant TMI obtained for the region, participant tracking was provided
directly by the U.S. Department of Labor. TMI also included in the grant special funding to pay
an MDES employee to track placement through the cumbersome MDES system. Because of
privacy issues, TMI and the colleges are not allowed direct access to tracking data, even though
the input is collected by them.

F. Donor Recognition
i. Description of Recognition
Colleges recognized
Walmart Foundation
sponsorship of the
training program in
media advertisements
to recruit participants
in its M3 Level I
class.
An example created
by JCJC is shown to
the right.
Colleges and WIN Job
Centers used Walmart
logo emblazoned intake and registration
forms.
Colleges informed
participants at several
points during
enrollment and
training that the
Walmart Foundation
was the funding
source for their
training opportunities.
Colleges made sure
that all signs and
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banners mentioned that this grant was funded by the Walmart Foundation.
Colleges provided stories to local media about participants in the program and noted the
sponsorship of the Walmart Foundation.
The following graphic shows a story about a program at MCC that was televised on a local
station, WTOK-TV.

MCC Offers Free Workforce Skills Class

Meridian Community College will offer a manufacturing-based class funded by the Walmart
Foundation that is designed to provide skills that could help people land jobs.
Reporter: Andrea Williams
WTOK-TV

TMI prominently showed the “Walmart Foundation America Works Initiative” on the front page
of its website (http://www.tmi.ms) and included links to additional pages describing the Walmart
Foundation grant and the full grant proposal.
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The following graphic shows the current front page of the web site. The column at the right starts
with the Walmart Foundation America Works Initiative program link. This column reappears on
every page in the website.

TMI e-mail blasts to community leaders, elected officials, and other stakeholders throughout our
West Alabama – East Mississippi region included success stories from the project and clearly
noted the sponsorship of the Walmart Foundation.
The following is a success story from ECCC.
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At its WAEM Mayors Regional Summit keynoted by the governors of Alabama in Mississippi in
November 2011, TMI featured support provided by the Walmart Foundation.
The following is a copy of the program handed out to the 200 plus attendees.
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ii. Donor Recognition Plan
A multi-pronged plan was utilized for donor recognition:
 Show the “Walmart Foundation America Works Initiative” on The Montgomery Institute
website front page (http://www.tmi.ms) and include a link to a page describing the
Walmart Foundation grant and a further link to the full grant proposal.


Display the Walmart logo prominently on brochures, flyers, intake forms, and other
documents used for recruiting, class information, and program content.



Require instructors to inform participants that the training program resulted from funding
provided by the Walmart Foundation.



Require all program advertisements to recognized the contribution from the Walmart
Foundation.



Cite funding provided by the Walmart Foundation in announcements and success stories
published in local newspapers, presented on local TV, and sent via email by TMI to
community leaders, elected officials, and other stakeholders throughout our West
Alabama - East Mississippi region
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III. Budget and Budget Narrative
A. Budget Outline
Reporting Period: March 2010 through December 2012
Walmart Foundation Funds:
Categories (use
categories
approved in
your proposal)
Project
Management:
Salary, benefits,
travel, supplies,
and realted costs
for Project

Actuals
as of
March 2012

Balance as
of March
2012

$ 59,000

$ 58,219.33

$

780.67

$

0.00

$

0.00

facilities,
insurance, audit,
telcom costs, and
travel to annual
meetings

$ 25,000

$ 17,314.92

$

7,685.08

$

7,685.08

$

7,685.08

Regional
Initiative*

$ 80,000

$ 41,751.25

$ 38,248.75

$

4,462.75

$

1,640.72

Amatrol

$

$

Regrants*

$236,000

$171,344.40

$400,000
$357,080

Manager.

Revised
Extension
Budget

Actuals as
of
December
2012

Original
Approved
Budget

Bal.
Dec.
2012

Project
Administration –
Includes
Administration,
bookkeeping,
and allocated

Total
Matching Funds

0

0.00

$ 34,566.67

$ 34,566.67

$ 64,655.60

$ 64,655.60

$ 67,477.63

$288,629.90

$111,370.10

$111,370.10

$111,370.10

$339,828.88

$ 17,251.12

$ 50,625.62

$109,621.53

$ 0.00

*NOTE: As anticipated in the extension request, unneeded Regional Initiative funds were reallocated to
Regrants to support training. A total of $2,822.03 was reallocated.

B. Budget Narrative
i. Line Item Description
The total budget for this project was $849,450.41 of which $400,000 was provided by the
Walmart Foundation. The Governor of Mississippi provided an allocation discretionary ARRA
funds of $155,000. Community college partners provided matching expenditures of $158,995.92
for training plus a cash match of $32,000. The National Institute of Rural Community Colleges
Grant Period (March 2010 – December 2012)
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at Mississippi State University provided $50,000. The Montgomery Institute allocated $52,080 in
WIRED funds plus $1,374.49 from other sources.
This Budget Report describes expenses incurred by the “Useful Training in a Timely Manner”
project covering the original grant time period of March 2010 through March 2012 and, then, for
the extension period through December 2012.
PROJECT MANAGEMENT: The Project Management line item consists of the salary and
related costs incurred by the Program Manager. These costs were allocated based on time spent
on grant.
 The original total budget for these expenses was $91,000 with 65 per cent or $59,000
provided by the Walmart Foundation and 35 per cent or $32,000 provided by The
National Institute for Rural Community Colleges at Mississippi State University. From
March 2010 to March 2012, the actual amount expensed for this line item from both
sources was $89,795.81. The Walmart Foundation portion of this was $58,219.33,
leaving a balance of $780.67. The NIRCC portion was $31,576.68 leaving a balance of
$423.42.
 For the extension period both of these balances were reallocated to other line items. No
expenses were charged to Project Management during the extension period but were
covered under Project Administration.
 NOTE: Not included in the numbers is $52,080 in WIRED funds. Project expenses that
aligned with WIRED during the start-up months were charged to WIRED.
PROJECT ADMINISTRATION: The Project Administration line item consists of the salaries
and related costs, including overhead, incurred by administrative staff at The Montgomery
Institute. These costs were allocated based on time spent on grant.
 The original total budget for these expenses was $37,000 with 55 per cent or $22,000
provided by the Walmart Foundation and 45 per cent or $18,000 provided by the NIRCC
and TMI. Another $3,000 was added by the Walmart Foundation for travel to the annual
Walmart Foundation Grant Partner Meetings in Washington D.C., pushing the Walmart
Foundation total to $25,000. From March 2010 to March 2012, the actual amount
expensed for this line item was $30,401.62. The Walmart Foundation portion of this was
$17,314.92, leaving a balance of $7,685.08. The NIRCC and TMI portion was
$13,086.70, leaving a balance of $4,913.30.
 For the extension period the total budget for these expenses was $35,762.96. The
Walmart Foundation portion remained the $7,685.08 carried over from the original grant.
The additional $28,077.88 included the $4,913.30 remaining from the original grant plus
part of the additional funds provided by the participating colleges and TMI’s
contribution. All of these funds were expended as projected during the extension period.
REGIONAL INITIATIVE: The Regional Initiative line item was provided by the Walmart
Foundation without a matching fund requirement. Its purpose was to support efforts to sustain
the WAEM Alliance’s regional training framework and support efforts to create a business-led
regional council.
 The original budget for this line was $80,000. From March 2010 to March 2012, the
actual amount expensed for this line item was $41,751.25, leaving a balance of
Grant Period (March 2010 – December 2012)
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$38,248.75. Expenses include salary and benefit costs for a temporary special projects
officer, travel, and meeting expenses. This included support for activities of the West
Alabama - East Mississippi Mayors Network.
 For the extension period, $33,786 of the remaining balance was reallocated to the
Amatrol line item, leaving a budget for the extension period of $4,462.75. During the
extension period it became clear that even this small amount would not be needed, so
another $2,822.03 was reallocated to the Regrants line item. The final amount of
$1,640.72 was fully expended for travel and meeting expenses related to the Special
Project.
AMATROL: The Amatrol line item consists of costs for the license to access and use the
content of the Amatrol e-Learning System.
 The original budget for this line was $155,000 with all of the funding provided by an
allocation of ARRA funds from the Governor of Mississippi. All of this amount was used
to pay for an Amatrol contract running through May 2012.
 For the extension period, an additional $45,200 was budgeted to extend the contract
through December 2012. Of this amount $34,566.67 came from reallocated Walmart
Foundation funds and $10,633.33 came from new funding provided by community
colleges and TMI. All of this line was expensed to pay for the extension.
REGRANTS: The final and largest line item in our budget is for Regrants. The Montgomery
Institute contracted with four Mississippi community colleges and the Career Connection at
Meridian High School to provide unemployed or dislocated workers with short-term training
resulting in a Career Readiness Certificate (CRC) and a Modern Multi-skill Manufacturing (M3)
certification (along with other stackable credentials such as the CPR Certificate and OSHA
Safety Certification). The community colleges were required to provide an additional $100,000
in leveraged funding.
 The original budget for this line totaled $336,000 with $236,000 provided by the
Walmart Foundation and $100,000 provided by community colleges. From March 2010
to March 2012, expenditure of Walmart Foundation funds totaled $171,344.40, leaving a
balance of $64,655.60. Over the same period community colleges provided $88,085.60 in
matching funds, leaving an unfilled commitment of $11,914.40.
 For the extension period, the $64,655.60 was carried over as the budget amount for
Walmart Foundation funds. During the extension period, as mentioned above, an
additional $2,822.03 in Walmart Foundation funds were reallocated to this line item from
the Special Projects line, pushing the total to $67,477.63. All of these funds were
expended during the extension period. Also during the extension period, the community
colleges met their remaining matching funds commitment of $11,914.40. They provided
an additional $70,910.32 in matching funds.

ii. List of Grantee Organizations and Grant Amounts
The following chart shows regrant organizations, the grant amounts expended by each, and the
training match provided by each. The project required that each college self-fund training
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classes related to the grant. Walmart Foundation funding to the colleges and Career Connection
were limited to Navigator costs. No match was required from Career Connection.
Regrants
East Central Community College
East Mississippi Community College
Jones County Junior College
Meridian Community College
Career Connection
Total

Walmart Foundation Funds
$ 72,666.66
$ 70,401.30
$ 26,103.19
$ 62,666.68
$ 6,984.20
$238,822.03

Matching Funds
$ 48,729.13
$ 58,640.54
$ 14,297.82
$ 37,328.33
$
0.00
$158,995.92

The colleges’ required training match was $100,000. They provided 159% of that requirement.
The match amounts shown above do not include the $32,000 cash match the colleges provided
for the extension period. Those funds were not used to match the regrant amounts.

iii. Summary Overall Budget Report
The following chart shows Walmart Foundation and matching funds expenditures combined for
the entire grant period.

Categories

Walmart Foundation
Funds

Matching Funds

Project
Management
Project
Administration

$ 58,219.33

$ 83,656.58*

$ 25,000.00

$ 41,164.58

Regional
Initiative

$ 43,391.97

$

Amatrol

$ 34,566.67

$165,633.33

Regrants*

$238,822.03

$158,995.92

0.00

$400,000.00
Total
$449,450.41
*Includes WIRED expenditures totaling $52,080.
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